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Abstract : In this article, we review a specific speech processing research area called
acoustic-to-articulatory inversion of speech, or simply speech inversion, which has
attracted many researchers and scientists during the last 35 years. The underlying
problem refers to the mapping from the acoustic space, which is well-defined since it
consists of acoustic signals, to the articulatory space. The latter is somewhat vague,
since it may manifest itself in a variety of ways, though it is always assumed that it
bears some kind of connection to the human speech production system and the relative
position of the articulators - the parts of the human vocal tract. We consider three major
classes of models for the articulatory space, be it theoretical models, classic but of little
practical interest, medical scanning models, where articulatory data are derived directly
from the human subject by means of a specialized device such as an electromagnetic
articulograph or an electropalatograph, and, finally, linguistics-derived models, which
relate a given phoneme to a vector of phonetic features. A number of approaches have
been proposed in the quest for a solution to the speech inversion problem such as
codebook approaches, neural network approaches, constrained optimization approaches,
analytical approaches as well as stochastic modelling and statistical inference methods
such as mixture density networks or Kalman filtering. The recovery of the articulatory
space from the speech acoustic signal could have a variety of applications such as
building visual aids for hearing impaired people or as a means of study in phonetics and
phonology. And most of all, the additional articulatory information made available may
improve the performance of current speech recognition systems, and especially in cases
such as with noisy, spontaneous or pathological
speech. This possibility is
demonstrated in several recent papers, where the articulatory information is embedded
in speech recognition systems by various means, such as Bayesian Networks or factorial
Hidden Markov Models.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Human speech is, from a mechanical viewpoint, the effect of the airflow from the
lungs to the acoustic environment, through the human vocal tract. The variability of the
sounds that can be produced, is caused by the level and type of constriction to this
airflow imposed by the various parts of the vocal tract, such as the lips, the tongue or
the vocal cords, to name a few. These parts of the human vocal tract are called the
articulators. Obviously, their positioning plays a critical role in human speech
production. We can refer to the positioning of the body of the articulators with the term
articulatory state.
On the other side, and still in this mechanical viewpoint, the obvious manifestation of
human speech is the acoustic signal. This one we can measure, analyze, process and
after all hear.
What is of concern here is the relationship between the articulatory state and the
acoustic signal, which we can view as a mapping of two spaces onto each other. These
spaces are the articulatory space and the acoustic space.
Actually, if the articulatory state is known, then the corresponding acoustic signal can
be easily derived. This is not the case with the inverse problem. The recovery of the
articulatory state given the acoustic signal is considered a difficult and ill-posed
problem which is puzzling researchers for over three decades now. One of the reasons
for this difficulty is the "one-to-many" nature of the acoustic-to-articulatory inversion
problem: a given articulatory state has always only one acoustic realization but an
acoustic signal can be the outcome of more than one articulatory states. Also, the
problem is highly non-linear: two somewhat similar articulatory states may give rise to
totally different acoustic signals. These facts come to an extreme in the case of the
ventriloquist, where the articulators seem to be static, while a plethora of sounds is
being heard.
The motivation behind the ongoing research despite the inherent difficulties seems to
arise from the possible applications of a successful solution. Maybe the most interesting
is the use of the additional articulatory information derived from such a solution to
improve the performance of current speech recognition systems, especially in cases such
as with noisy, spontaneous or pathological speech. Other possible applications include
speech synthesis, building visual aids for teaching hearing impaired people how to
speak and as a means of study in phonetics and phonology.
An important expected outcome of the acoustic-to-articulatory inversion is the
modelling of coarticulation – the way the acoustic manifestation of a particular
phoneme is dependent of its context. Classic speech recognition approaches deal with
this problem mainly by considering biphones or triphones instead of phonemes as
classes to be modelled, thus increasing by large the number of these classes, and
needing far more training examples.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the ways the
articulatory space may be modelled in order to perform the inversion. In chapter 3 we
review some of the current proposals for the solution of the acoustic-to-articulatory
inversion, or acoustic-to-articulatory mapping, or speech inversion problem. Chapter 4
further explores the relationship between acoustic-to-articulatory inversion and speech
recognition. Conclusions are drawn in chapter 5, together with a brief insight into our

future research work.
2.MANIFESTATIONS OF THE ARTICULATORY SPACE
The articulatory space may manifest itself in a variety of ways. Various models may
be called in order to describe it. We may view three broad classes of such models. We
will call them “theoretical models”, “medical scanning models” and “linguisticsderived” models.
Several theoretical models have been proposed in order to describe the human speech
production process, such as Maeda's model [1] or the lossless tube model [2]. Such
models were the ones of choice for early works on acoustic-to-articulatory inversion.
They are still used in numerous works.
A number of techniques have been developed in order to acquire the articulatory state
directly from the human subject by means of some specialized medical scanning device.
In x-ray cineradiography [3] the vocal tract of the subject is x-ray filmed during speech
production. This particular technique is no longer used because of the danger of
radiation exposure, however a lot of old x-ray films have been preserved. In
electromagnetic misdagittal articulography (EMMA) or electromagnetic articulography
(EMA) [4], sensor coils are attached to the human subject, on places such as the lips, the
tongue body or the tongue tip. Then the human subject wears a special helmet that
produces an alternating magnetic field. The position of the articulators can thus be
recorded. In electropalatography (EPG) [5] the patterns of contact between the tongue
and the palate during speech are determined. This technique utilises an artificial palate
with 62 silver electrodes embedded in its tongue-facing surface. Finally, in
laryngography [6], two electrodes positioned on the throat record the contact variations
between the vocal folds of the speaker. The expected results of all these measurements
are trajectories of the movement of the articulators – articulatory trajectories – that vary
slowly in time.
Obviously, the derivation of such data is a difficult and quite expensive task.
However, a number of databases have recently been made available, opening new roads
for research in the acoustic-to-articulatory inversion field. These include the MOCHA
database [7], with EMA, EPG and laryngography data, the EUR-ACCOR [8] database,
with EPG, laryngography and pneumotachography (measurements of nasal and oral
airflow velocity), and the X-ray Wisconsin database [9], with EMA-like data. All of
these databases include of course, the corresponding acoustic data.
A totally different way to describe the articulatory space is to use knowledge of
linguistics, and particularly phonetics. Then, each phoneme of the spoken language is
related to a vector of features that describe in a somewhat abstract sense the articulatory
state. These features can be either multivalued or binary. Multivalued features often
describe the articulatory state in terms of the place and the manner of articulation. An
example of such a set of features can be found in [10]. On the other hand, binary
features describe the articulatory state as the presence or absence of a specific phonetic
quality. The justification of those features is based on the coronal work found in [11]. A
third kind of features, the Government Phonology [12] primes have also been used in
the same sense.
For deriving from the speech signal the features described in the latter paragraph

often the term “Detection of Phonological Features” instead of “Acoustic-toArticulatory Inversion” is being used, as they may have a functional, as opposed to a
strictly articulatory, meaning. We prefer to have a unified view, believing that there is a
great degree of overlap between the two problems.
3.APPROACHES TOWARDS A SOLUTION
One of the first things to consider when building a speech recognition system is the
choice of features by which the acoustic signal will be represented, in other words the
choice of a suitable front-end parameterization. The same stands for acoustic-toarticulatory inversion. In most such systems, the acoustic features of choice are the Mel
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) [13]. The MFCCs are robust, contain much
information about the vocal tract configuration regardless the source of excitation, and
can be used to represent all classes of speech sounds. Other features like the Perceptual
Linear Predictive (PLP) [14] coefficients may also be used. In [15] an interesting set of
acoustic parameters is being presented and their association to specific phonetic features
is thoroughly investigated. The implementations however presented here are typically
using the MFCCs.
Numerous acoustic-to-articulatory inversion methods use codebook lookup
procedures combined with optimization procedures in order to perform the inversion.
The articulatory space is quantized and the corresponding acoustic features are
synthesized to form a codebook of acoustic/articulatory vector pairs. The quality of the
expected result - the articulatory trajectories - is highly dependent on the initial
solutions given by the codebook. Thus, it is important that the codebook gives a good
coverage of the articulatory space. In [16] the codebook is represented in the form of a
hierarchy of hypercubes. Each hypercube represents a region of the articulatory space in
which the articulatory-to-acoustic mapping is linear. For each acoustic entry the whole
codebook is searched for the relative articulatory parameters to be retrieved.
Another class of approaches to the acoustic-to-articulatory inversion problem is based
on the use of neural networks. The parameters of some neural networks are trained to
get a nonlinear continuous mapping between the articulatory parameters and the
acoustic features. These approaches are most useful when the articulatory space is
represented by means of abstract linguistics-derived parameters. In [17] recurrent neural
networks are used to perform feature detection on three phonological feature systems,
be it binary features, multi-valued features and government phonology primes. The
networks perform well, with the average accuracy for a single feature ranging from 86%
to 93%. In [10] a set of multilayer perceptrons is used in order to map between MFCC
parameters and a set of multi-valued articulatory features.
A constrained optimization approach for estimating the articulatory state from the
speech signal is presented in [18]. The scheme used concatenates a gradient search,
which is accelerated by using an algorithm inspired by the Fletcher-Reeves method, a
classical nonlinear optimization approach, and a linear successive approximation which
assures convergence near the optimum articulatory vector. Constraints are imposed on
the articulatory parameters to avoid physiologically impossible vocal tract
configurations.
An example of an analytic approach to the acoustic-to-articulatory inversion problem

is presented in [19], where a variational calculus method and Maeda's articulatory
model are used. The method includes inherent coarticulation constraints in the
definition of an energy function to be minimized analytically. [20] is an example of a
Linear-predictive based approach. We should also mention at this point, as a part of the
analytic approaches, the work by the same author found in [21] where the quest is for a
set of acoustic parameters that incorporate articulatory constraints.
Perhaps the most up-to-date and promising class of solutions is the one that is based
on stochastic modelling and statistical inference methods. In [22] a mixture density
network is called upon to perform the acoustic-to-articulatory inversion while EMA
data from the MOCHA database are used. The investigation there showed that the
mixture density network is very well suited to delivering the required functionality for
performing the inversion mapping. In [23] EMA data are again used but this time the
method of choice is dynamical system modelling (Kalman filtering). The speech signal
is parameterized by means of linear predictive coding (LPC) analysis [24]. One of the
conclusions of this work is that the underlying physical mechanism of speech
production is sufficiently linear not to require non-linear models; however, the acoustic
observations do not have a linear relationship to the articulatory parameters. In [25] a
non-linear filtering approach is taken. This work outlines a stochastic framework for
adapting an artificial model to real speech from acoustic measurements alone, using the
Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [26] and showing that solution of the
problem in a maximum-likelihood sense relies on solving an associated state-estimation
problem to gather statistics from the measurement data. In [27] the EM algorithm is
used again, with the E-step accomplished by the Iterated Extended Kalman filtering [28]
and smoothing, to estimate the articulatory model parameters. EMA data are used and
the method is tested only on vowel tokens. EPG articulatory data from the ACCOR
database and PLP parameterization of the acoustic signal are used in [29], where a latent
variable approach to the acoustic-to-articulatory mapping is presented. In latent variable
modelling, the combined acoustic and articulatory data are assumed to have been
generated by an underlying low-dimensional process. A parametric probabilistic model
is estimated and mappings are derived from the respective conditional distributions.
Before closing this chapter, we have to point out the work found in [30], where
methods for applying phonetic and phonological constraints to provide unique solutions
to the acoustic-to-articulatory inversion problem are reviewed and discussed upon.
4.ARTICULATORY INFORMATION FOR SPEECH RECOGNITION
Current speech recognition systems [30, 31] typically use Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs), Neural Networks or hybrid schemes in order to map between the acoustic
speech signal and the corresponding words or phonemes. A language model is used to
retrieve the a priori probabilities of the appearance of these language units. Apart from
this language model, the only input source of such systems is the acoustic signal,
parameterized in some way. These systems achieve satisfactory results in the case of
normal, structured and noise-free speech. This is not the case with noisy, spontaneous,
or pathological speech.
It is widely accepted that systems based on this classic approach have reached a
plateau in terms of performance. And, since they do not completely satisfy us, new

approaches need to be discussed. One of them uses articulatory information in order to
enhance recognition. This information cannot be readily available for everyday
applications and has to be retrieved by means of acoustic-to-articulatory inversion. In
the following, we present some recent works that explore the use of articulatory
information in the context of speech recognition.
In [10] multi-valued abstract articulatory features extracted from the speech signal by
means of a set of multilayer perceptrons are used as a source of information for
recognition of clear, reverberant and noisy speech. Three different input sources for the
recognition task are considered: acoustic features alone, articulatory features alone, and
both of them simultaneously. The system corresponding to this last input source derives
as a combination of the previous two systems by means of a product rule. The results
indicate that using the articulatory features alone doesn't improve much recognition
using acoustic features: the results are somewhat similar. However, the combined
system exhibits such an improvement, especially in the noisy speech case: as a matter of
fact the improvement increases as the speech-to-noise ratio gets lower.
EMA data and linear dynamic modelling is used in [33]. Both real and simulated
articulatory data are considered for a phone recognition task. The conclusion is actually
the same as in the previous case: the use of combined acoustic and articulatory
information improves recognition performance.
The authors of [34] introduce a type of HMM in which each state represents an
articulatory configuration. The state transition matrix is governed by dynamic
constraints on articulator motion. They call this scheme a Hidden-Articulator Markov
Model, or HAMM. The model itself doesn't produce better word recognition results
compared to an acoustics-based standard HMM, however a combination of the two
systems does. It is suggested that the articulatory system makes in general different
mistakes than the acoustic one; a fact that is actually beneficial for the recognition task.
Another study [35], building upon the groundwork done in [36], investigates the use
of dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs) for incorporating articulatory data with acoustic
data in automatic speech recognition. During training, the articulatory data, which are
derived from the X-ray Wisconsin database, are introduced as variables to the DBN,
which is expected, during testing, to be able to infer the distribution of the articulatory
positions given the observed acoustics, thus accomplishing the acoustic-to-articulatory
inversion task as a sub-product of the recognition task itself.
Finally, the authors of [36] attempt to use knowledge of abstract binary articulatory
features in the context of recognizing dysarthric speech.
5.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The recovery of the articulatory space from the acoustic signal poses an interesting
problem which has attracted, and keeps attracting the interest of researchers worldwide.
The problem is not a trivial one and the approaches towards its solution range within a
wide spectrum of methods and techniques, mostly from the artificial intelligence field of
study. The recent availability of articulatory databases gives an extra boost to the
relative research.
Perhaps the most interesting field of application for the acoustic-to-articulatory
inversion is speech recognition. It has indeed been proven that knowledge of the

articulatory state can enhance the performance of speech recognition systems; an
improvement that is actually needed given the current state of such systems. The role of
the inversion in this context is to provide such data. Work is still in an early stage; a
fully functional speech recognition system that uses articulatory information is yet to be
developed.
In this paper, we have reviewed some of the most recent approaches to speech
inversion. For a discussion of earlier ones, the interested reader may refer to [38].
Surely, our discussion here is by far a non-exhaustive one since the field of acoustic-toarticulatory inversion is quite large, with more than a hundred of published works so
far. We have just outlined some basic concepts, trying to explain what speech inversion
is all about.
In the future, we are planning to look further into the acoustic-to-articulatory mapping
problem, which we view as an interesting and demanding machine learning problem,
beginning with recreating some of the experiments described in the works mentioned
above. Our main concern is with stochastic modelling, statistical inference and neural
network methods. Our long-term goal is to perform successfully the inversion for some
of the English-speaking articulatory databases described above and then use the
extracted information in the context of a Greek speech recognition system, exploiting
the global nature and language-independence of the acoustic-to-articulatory mapping.
We are also working with abstract linguistics-derived features in the same sense.
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